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Note

This volume is composed of three separate reports
which were prepa!'ed independently but consecutively.
The titles of these part9 are:

I Investigations of posoible optimalizing
Qystems for control of combustion engines.

II An optimalizing system foI' control of the
igni~ion timing of combustion engines.

III Imp~ovement~ of the ignition timing
optimalizing controller and measuring ~esult8c
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Investigations of possible optimalizing syatems for control of combustion

engines.

R. van Lutterveld

Summary:

This report outlines the baol~ound of optimalizing

oontrol in which an automatic unit is placed in the feedback

branch of a system to function in the manner of a hwnan

operator in searching out and holding the best performance

of a controlled system, in spite of any reasonable change

of the output level or environmental operating oonditions.

A number of typical'oyGtems are discussed.

It is ShOl'ffi ~hat tho IffiEl.k holding op"~irna!izing controllor is

er.,zier to e..clapt than other tYPQF.l t-Jhe!l apply"ing EI. oontroller

to controlled systems with otrong interferences.
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1. Introduction

Forcing a eystem to -produce its maximum out;>ut at a minimum oost of the

basic inputs is oJ'dinaril,>" done by use of manual adjustments or by means

of automatic regulators.

In systems using manual adjustments the operator determines the instantaneous

optimum condition by a process of trial and error, and adjusts the controlled

inputs acoordingly. This means that the operator carries out the function

of a feedback branch in a closed-loop system.

This report outlines the background theo~y of optimalizing oontrol in

which an automatic unit is placed in the feedback of a system to function

in the manner of a human operator in searching out and holding the best

performance from a controlled system, in spite of any reasonable change

of the output level or environmental operating conditions.

Controllers of this kind may be d~signed for any operating ~ystem that

actually exhibits an optimum performance oondition as its inputs are varied.

~_~ inte~nal combustion engine is an example of a system with characteristics

that permit ihe realization of an optimum operating condition. Figure 1

is a tl1ToO dirnansion~l model shoNing the performance ourface that ropreeente

i;ho rele:tioYl.sh:i.ps betl"K~en b:r8ke rr.ean :<lffective prGssure as the dependent

output and ign:l;i;ion timing e,nd fU01~air ratio as indep<omdcnt variables?

subject "1;0 the condi tiona that engine speed and fuel flot-! rate are bo";;h

held constant.

An optimalizing oontroller applied to "Ghis engine \-wu.ld. operate by seaz'ching

out the optimum point through changes in spark advance and fuel-air ratio,

made in response to a feedback signal representing the brake mean effective

pressure as the ossential controlled system ou.tput~

•
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Fig. 2 ia a functional diagram showing the essential components of a

generalized optimalizing controller applied in a typical syste~.

In practice, optimalizing control action may be required for a number of

inputs, but to facilitate the present discussion the oontrolled system

of Fig. 2 is shown with a single output depending upon a single controlled

input. This means that the diagram applies on~ to situations in which all

other inputs exoept the controlled input are constant.

Optimalizing controllers may be divided into two classes depending upon

the type of input signal that is used. These classes, first proposed by

Draper and Li (aee page 28) are listed below:

a) ~npu~~!put ~~~!~!~~tY_~E~~~~~~_~~~~~~!!=~~

The input-output sensitivity is by definition equal to the partial

derivative of the out~ut with respect to the controlled input. All

optimalizing controllers of the input-output sensitivity operated

type work by using the controlled system itself to generate a signal

that represents its controlled input-output sensitivity, and then

"taking the deviation of this signal from zero to produce the controllel'

inpu';; signel.

b) ~ea1~hol~~~_~~~!~~l~~

Optimalizing controllers of the peak holding type operat0. by

continuously seaTching for an optimum laval, which is used in the

generation of an outp~t deviation signal o

These two controller typ~e are discussed in more detail in the following

sections"

2. Input-output sensitivity opsrated controllers

Optimalizin~ control basad on the direct rne~s~~eme~t of ~ontrollea

system 6ensitivity 13 possible if the tes~ function is a simple,

constant ~ate ~ariat1on of the controlled input that may be reversed
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in direction. When the controlled system sensitivity is positive, an

increase in the oontrolled input causes a ~orresponding increas~ in

the output. At the instant the optimum point ig passed, the sensitivity

reverses and the output starts to decrease, even though the input

continues to increase. Wnen this reversal has existed long enough for

ita presence to be definitely distinguishod from interference effects,

the direction of the controlled input change ~ be changed by the

controller so that the controlled input starts to decrease. As this

decrease in the input continues, it affects the system output through

the performance characteristics to cause a reduction in output that

causes the controller cycle to start anew. An optimafizing controller

may be designed so that the sequence of events described in the

preceding paragraph is repeated indefinitely, causing ~he output of

the oontrolled system to rema.in within some "hunting zone".

Fig. 3 gives a. typical control diagram for the sensitivity signal type

of controller. The functional dia~am of Fig. 2 applies directly to

the sensitiVity signal type of controller.

The curves (b) and (d) at the left->hand side of Fig. 3 are the

che.ractQr:i.sti.c CUTV'6S for the outpt.::.t signel cmd the contY.'o11ed inpu~··

output s0nsitivity~ Tespoctively~ ploited against contr.olled inpv~

as the independent \i"ariable~ To facil;i.ta·~€1 discussi.on "'6he plo'c cr~.gin

of Fig. 3b is located in the region of primary interest (near the

optimum point).

The curves (a), (0) and (0) to the righ-t in the figure are the cont!'olled

input, the input correction signal and the output signal, respectively,

all plotted as functions of time.

'J:.ne controlled input variation t'J"ith time, represented :i.n Fige 3(a) is

generated by a constant speed chCL~ge of the input with reversals at

pointe determined by operation of ~he ~ontrollerc Variable input ratee

~ be used when desired.

The time rate of changs of the out?ut rate signal is a direct

representation of the ir;put-output senaitivi ty of the controlled

system, and can be obtained graphically by projecting the corresponding

points from Fig. 3d to Fig. 3e. The s;.gnal representing tha output

rata is used as the inp~t oorrecti~n signal for.opti~£lizir~ co~trol.
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rlhen this signal level reaches the stabilization limit, the input

rate is reversed bV the controller. After this input rate has continued

for a sufficiently long time, the output signal curve will pass tho

optimum point and then decrease so that the input-output sensitivity

of the controlled system again becomes negative.

The corresponding change in the input correction signal continues

until it becomes equal to the stabiliza~ion zone limit. lilien this limit

is reached, the direction of the input change is reversed, and the sign

of the input correction signal again becomes positive. The stabilisation

zone limit is chosen at a level greater than the input correction

signal chanees that may be caused by the interference components

present in the output signal.

The size of the output hunting zone depends upon the size of this

stabilization zone.

Limitations

The sensitivity sienal type of optimalizing controller desoribed in

Figs. 2 and 3 represents the simplest design for a S:iystem of th:;.o k:i.nd ..

'l'he basic d:i.f:ficul~~y lr]~.th the scnsiUvity eigne.:!.. controlle!' i!1~u.-t is '~!lC,S

A generc:.l offec';; of a'A'l differe1i.t~atioi1 p::'ocess ~.s that ;i.';; £.ncr0el:JeS ~>~

:relco.tivG effects of hj.gh-frequency :l.nteY.'fcrencl;l componontse Thj.s fl10a,nS ·that

comparatively large stabilization zones must be used.

Continuous test signal optimalizing c04rl;Toller~ operate by supe~

imposing a oontinuous variation of relatively small amplitude on the

input. The component of the output signal produced by the effoct of

this test signal, is separated from the ~eeultant output variation by

filtering and is then compared Nith the input test signal itselfo

The comparison signal, representing the difference Between the output

signal test component and the test signal, may be made to have an

algebraic sense with respect to the input test signal"thAt depends upon

whether the averae;p. input level is ab.ove or below that for the optimum
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point, and to approach zero when the controlled system is workin~ at

the optimum point. After it has been subjected to proper smooihing

and other modifications the comparison signal may be used as the input

for controlling the input adjustor. This adjustor changes the average

input in a Wa;j that drives the controlled system operation to approach

its optimum condition.

Because of the ease with which it may be generated and applied in

optimalizing controllers, a simple sinusoidal wave form is generally

desirable for the test signal. Among other advantages, a signal of

this kind may have its frequency adjusted to lie in a band that is

relatively free from interference components.

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of the characteristic curve shape on the

steady-state output ~ariation component produced by a simple sinusoidal

input varfation. To demonstrate clearly the response characteristics

that are important for optimalizing controller operation, single input

cyclos are shown applied to three different segments of the

characteristic curve (Fig. 4). The first segment is assumed to be a

s·cra:1.gh.t line locate~. on. the low-~.nput side of the optimum point and

c~:i:'I'esponding to a posj.tiv6 inp\:.t-output sensHiV'Hy fOT tho con~,rollod

ElJrstem.. The second charact€lZ'::'stic curve segment has a parabol:i.c shapo

l-1Hh symmetTy about the output a.xis and the v6:i""l;ex located a:'~ the

op"timUiTI point. This parabolic is continued to the right of the opt5.mum

point to give a non-linear segment (seglllen'~ 3) cor:'eeponding to e n.egative

input-output sensitivity.

Fig. 4a shows the axis of the first input cycle at e. e
:Ln

Its interseot;.on t'1Hh the lineair characteristic curve segment of

Fig. 4bo establishes the location of the corresponding outpu'l; axi8 a. tou
on which the output cycle 10ut is based. Over re~ions in which the

characteristic is lineEx w the action of the operating system is to

produoe an instantaneous increment of output level, measured from the

axis aout ' that is proportional to the corresponding instantaneous

increment of input level, measured fro~ the axis a.~ •
• :L..

The o~~put cycle 1 t has a simple sinusoidal shape in phase with theou
input cycle 'j in.
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In Fj,q:. '-l.a the exis b" for "the inlJ.:.ri; c"(;~cle 2 ° is asoumad. to bE'J
- U'l .. v lD. .'

identical with the optimum point inp~~ level o The oorresponding output

cycle is determined by the parabolic characteristic curve, which

effectively squares °i;he sinu.soidal input variation and multiplies th:i.s

square by a constant. The re~:il11t of this action is that the output

variation has completed two eyelcG while the input change completes

one. This result is chown graphically by curve 2in and 20ut of Fig. 4a

and 4c. The output curve 20ut has a complete cycle for each half-cycle

of the input curve 2in• The amplitude of this second-harmonic output

ourve is proportional to the square of the input cycle amplitude.
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The effect of the characteristic curve segment 3 on the input cycle 3in
is a combination of the action of a straight line tangent to the

characteristic ourve at the mid-point of the segment combined with a

curved component. The straight line and curved component are shown

as dashed lines intersecting at the level of the line c t in Fig. 4b.ou
The straight-line part of the oharacteristic curve acts to produoe

an output component with the same frequenoy as the input cycle and

with an amplitude proportional to the product of the input amplitude

and the average sensitivity. The behaviour is identical with that

already exprained for segment 1 of the characteristic. An essential

difference between the output determined by segment 1 and the output

determined by segment 3 depends upon the fact that segment 3 slopes

downward while segment 1 slopes upward. This situation is

represented b" 3 t and 3. in Fig. ba and Ac which show the resultant
J ou 1.n . .

effect that the first-order component of the output wave is

180 derrrees Oi~t of :9hase 1:1ith the inpu.t Nave. In Fig. 4b tha pe.re,

bclicE',lly curved devi.ation from line~itv of segm~mt 3 of the

chara.cteristic Cl1..FJe acts in the 1123 alrew:l,y explained foX' segment 2

to cau.se e. se(;ona ha:(,:'Tlon::.c com~ol.'leni; :\,i\ the out pv:l;" This ccm'Oonent

a......d the resultant output CUTVe 3 . 2.X'~ shot-m :;'n F:'~g. 4c.,
OU);

In general, the content of hi~her-ordar components that appear in

the output will increase as the curvature of the segment increases.

From the point of vie~'3 of optimalizing control, the important fac'~

is that no matter what shape the characteristic curve may have, so

long as it :i.S adapted for control of this type, the output to1ill ahrays

contain a component t1ith its frequency id.entical t-lHh the frequency

of a eimple sinusoidal input variation" In practice the higher ordex'

components can be removed by proper filtering. The fUlldamental output

component will alw~s be in phase with the input wave when the

controHed system is operating on the low·~>input side of the optimwn

point and will alw~ys be out of phase with the input wave when

opera~ion is on the high-input lAvel side of the optimum point.
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The diagram of Fig. 5 illustrates the effects of a relatively small

amplitude sinusoidal component Buperimnosed on a linear change of the

input to an uncontrolled system which has a static charaoteristic

shape suitable for optimalizing control.

Fig. 5a represents the input variation. A typical point A. on theln
controlled input curve corresponds to the points A ,A and A te, curve sen ou
The combination of the individual plots of Fig. 5 shows that the linear

component of input changes acts through 'the dOt'imrard concave shape

of the characteristic curve to give an output component that, as a

function of time, increases toward the optimum level and then decreasese

The relatively small-amplitude sinusoidal input component of Fig. 5a

does not materially affect the smoothed level of the output, but it

does produce an output component that has characteristics depending

upon the existing deviation of the output level from its optimum

level. The principles that control these characteristics are explained

by the relationships illustrated in Fig. 4. For the reasons discussed

in connection with Fig. 4, the sinusoidal component of the output in

Fig. 5c will contain a fuudamental of the input frequen~v. This

fundamental :i.s:·

1) b'1, phase t·d.th thEl inpu.t t·rs-va for OlJ.tP1.'.t levels beloN the

opt imurn point

2) zero at the optimum point

3) .80 degreos out of phase with the input for input levels

above the optirnmn point.

Although the output will contain higher~order components to an ~A~ent.

depending upon the effective curvature of the system characteristic,

the plot of Fige 5e is ~awn to show only the f~damental component

of the output va.:r.ietj.ono This outPt1t component CUi.'"VGl ;.s rela:~ed ~GO

the sinusoidal input curve component at ~ po;,nt of the characteristic

curve by the tangent to the performance characteristic. The amplitude

of th:i,s fu.VJ,o.Cl.mentaJ. osciJ.latory component of the oUotpu" is proportional

to the system sensitivity. ~Ae Gtraight lines drawn through the

oscillatory component peaks of Fig. 5e represents the variations in

the controlled system sensitivity. This fact makes it possible to usc
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the fundamental oscillatory component of the output for· the generation

of the input correction signal for optimalizing control purposes.

Proportional input rate test signal controller--------------------------

Fig. 6 is a functional diagram for the combination of a controlled

system and a typical optimalizing controller of the continuous test

signal type. Fig. 7 is a typical performance diagram showing the

essential actions that occur when the system of Fig. 6 is in operation.

The test signal generator of Fig. 6 produces a sinusoidal input test

signal of constant amplitude and frequen~y, which is shown as a

function of time in Fig. 1a. This signal is superimposed on the average

level of the controlled input. This input test vatiation.. is shcmn as

the sinusoidal component of the oontrolled input variation plotted in

Fig. Th. The controlled system reoei.ves this sinusoidal input component

and produoes a corresponding test signal output component depending

on the characteristic curve of the controlled system. This test signal

output is sho~m in Fig. 1e.

The ...c'tion by Nhich the t~st signal output compol'~ont il3 g~n6ratod is

identical with that discussed in connection with ~lg. 4 and 5. The

output signal is sho~u as ths full-lino Ct~0 of Fig. 70. This sign~l

is supplied to the fEtor of Fig. 6, \.,;hich 80parates J~he fundamenta.l test

signal component, suppresses the interference components in the output t:;~.ffJlf!.l.

and reduces the smoothed output level to a. zero reference leveL This

fundamental output test-aignal is pa.eQod through a phase adjustor,

which compensates for undesirabla phase shift effects that may have

been introduced by opere-tion of the controlled system.

The phase adjusted fundamental output test signal is supplied 8B an

input to the rectif:f:i.ng multipJ.ier of Fig. 6 \'lhich aleo receives the

input test signal directly from the test signal generator.

The rectif,ying multiplier takes the product of these two signals and

gives the result an algebra.ic sign by using phase-sensHive detection

of the funda.menta.l output test signal with r~spect to the input t~st

signal. In order to use this instantaneou6 varying signal as the

controlling affect for the input 8Ajustor, it is passed through a
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smoothing filter shown in ~ie. 6. The resultant effect on the controlled

input is shown in Fig. 1b as the dashed line representine the average

input level. By proper~y connecting the operation components of Fig. 6,

the average input level may be made to change in the way necessary to

fulfil the general purpose of optimalizing control. In Fig. 7b the

plot of oontrolled input is shown in two sections. In the first section

the oontrolled input is started at an arbitrary initial disturbance

below the input level corresponding to the optimum' output level. In

the second section the controlled input is shown as starting from an

initial disturbance above the optimum point input. The resulting effect

of the controller, as shown in Fig. 1b, is to bring the input variation

toward the optimum point, whether the initial disturbance is below or

above the optimum point.

These test signal control systems, which use an input adjustor to

change the average input level at a rate proportional to the magnitude

of the input correction signal, are called proportional input rata

test signal controllers.

O".ltP1.tt sampling type controllers azoe operatad by an output z-ate 6~.g4al

that is generated on ~he basis of differences t~cen betwoen o~tput

signal levels for successive equal sampling periods. The ofi'ec·~ of

controlled system opera.tion is "GO make this output rate signal p:t'o

pcrtional to the product of the controlled input rate and the input-.

output sensitivity of the controlled syEtem. For this reason when the

input rate is arbitrarily given a constant magnitude between ~eversals,

a series of discrete poin'lis p sepal'8,ted h'l time by the sa.mpling p€ll"iod y

are produced to represent the input-output sensitivity of the oontroll

ad systeme Fig. 8 illustrates the discontinuous generation of an

output rate signal by use of the output sampling techniqQe. The example

chosen is based on the assumption of a parabolic performance

chara.cteristic for the controlled system and a controlled input rate

that is ma,intained constant during the time :.nterV'al shown on th<l plots.

Because of the 'constant input rate, the output signal CQ1~e of FiG. 8a

has a parabolic shape.
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The shaded re~ion bounded by the line for t-o, the performance

characteristic curve, the line taT (where T is equal to the constants s
sampling period) and the controlled input axis is proportional to the

time integral of the output signal curve between 0 and Ts • The average

value of the output signal for the first sampling period is equal to

the value of the integral representing this area divided by the

sampling period. This average level, as 6bo~ in Fig. Ba, is a line

segment projecting from the average signal level point for the first

sampling period and dra~in between the time interval limits for the

second sampling period. The average output signal level for the second

sampling period is established in the same way as the average level

for the first sampling period, and is dratin between the time interval

limits for the third 8amplin~ period. The difference between the

average output signal levels for the second and first sampling periods

gives the point on the output rate signal curve of Fig. 8b for the

instant t~2Ts. Because it is necessary to have output signal averages

for two successive sampling periods before a differenc~ can be taken,

the indicated output rate signal points are always behind the true

output rate by one sampling poriod. Fig. 8a shows the relationship

between ~ha actuel variation of the ou~put signal with t;.~o and tho

step-wise' approximation to this variation, which is represented by

averages over a continuous sequence of sampling periods. In Fig. 8b

the dashed line cor~ecting the discrete points that represent differen

cos between successive averages over individual sampling periods gives

the sampling period average difference signal, which is paraliel to,

but displaced from, the true output rate signal.

For the special case of a constant conirolled input rate, the output

rate signal is p~oportional to the cont~olled input-output sensitivity'

of the controlled system, that may be used as the ossential input foI'

au optimalizing controller. In practice, the use of the output o~mpling

method to generate a signal for the controlled system sensitivity is

particularly useful for situations in ~hich the output contains strong

erratic interference effects.
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These effects ~ be greatly reduced in any given case by a choice

of the sampling period that makes the integra.ted effect$ of inter

ference small comp~0d with the difference between th~ sampling

period averages required to reverse the controlled input rate.

t iine---..

Fi 9 8

opti~~1~3i~g controller b~scd on the use of a discontinuot~ output

rate signal generated by the method illu8trated in Fig. 8. The plots

of Fig. 10 show the esoential rQlationship~ among the quant.ities

involved in the operation of the control system of Fig. 9. The plots

of Fig. 8 are baaed on the assumption that the output of the controlled

system depends on a nOv.1 :Cc,te that is treated as the controlled input.

The plot of Fig. lOa, sho"m that the input rate has c:. cons'i;wri; D:agJlitwle

but reverses its direction at certain instants. The corresponding t~me

variation of the system depends on the i~stantaneous input level and

the performance characteristic curve of Fig. 10b. The outpUt signal is

alfe:paged ovel'" suocessive tes't periods. At the end of each test pex';i.oa.

this average output signal is applied to a switching system, which

is also oonnected by a synchronizing drive to the reference signal

holding systom and a comparator. One function of the SWitching system

is to apply the present average output signal to the rofGron~ aignal
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holding system and to the comparator. The connections carr,ring out

these operations are made at the end of each sampling period. A second

function of the sWitching system is to take the past average output

signal (which is the present test period average outpu: signal for the

sampling period immediately preceding the test period just ended)

from the reference signal holding system and apply it to the comparator.

At the same time the sWitching system wipes out the past test period

signal in the reference signal holding system and substitues for it

the present test period signal. The comparator in effect substract the

past test period signal from the present test period signal, so that at

the end instant of each sampling psriod its output signal is proprotional

to the sampling period ave~age difference (output rate signal) shown

in Figs. 10e and 8b. For reasons apparent from the plots of Fig. 8,

the sign associated wHh this signal is positive or negative depending

upon whether the controlled. system is operating on the low-input side

or the high-input sids of the optimum point. The signal has a magnitude

that increagea with the separation of tho operating point from the

optimum point. This average difference signal is used to oause the

iupu'~ adj'.lStcr to che.nge -th.e i:l.pllt a'~ a consta:"'l"t rate w~.th I'eV€lrSo,~~11

ill diTec'i;ion fl.t '~ho inS'G~Tts t-,hen the average d:i.ffol"ance s:i.gnA.l iG

equal to 'lite stabiHzat1.on zcne li.-ait (Fig. 'JOe). A certt:!-in toJ.era."lce

for interference effects may be designed into the controlled system by

the use of -~his s'tebili~ation ~On0., As indicated in P;.g'So :Oa, 10c and.

10e, a sequence of control cycles is continaed indefinite~ with the

controlled :i.nput varying batt-men the limits of the input hunting zone

a.Y!.d the output vcrying botusen limits corresponding to the output

hunting zone.

Optimalizing control may be based on the use of a oontrolled input ra~e

that is algebraically proportional to the input-output sensitivity of

the cont~olled system. Control of thia type differs from that provided

by the arrangement of Fig. 9, which uses a constant input rata tha.t.
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reverses in direction when the controlled system sensitivity changes

its sign. Proportional input rate ·control depends on the fact that

the controlled system sensitivity i8 defined as the ratio of the output

rate to the input rate, i.e.
0

d Out ° tS •
d li~

II: ou ···CD Out :0 output signal
I.J.n lin ... input signal

This means that a sensitivity oignal suitable as the input for the

controlled input adjustor may be obtained by multiplying the output

rate signal by a signal representing the reciprocal of the controlled

input rate. A difficulty appears if the controlled input rate goes to

zero, so that the denominator of Eq CD vanishes. A zero input rate

implies a zero output rate for the controlled system, so that the

expression for sensitivity becomes indeterminate. This condition may
.-

be avoided in practice by designing the control system so that the

input rate is prevented from decreasing below some proper~ chosen

minimu.m level .. The funct;.on.eJ. d;.ag:.-am foX' a proportional c~troJ.led

i.nput rata optimalizing control system of the output sampling type 1.8

shotm in Fig. 11. thth e. single exception the o:....ganiza·~iou compouent8

of this diagram is identical with that shown i~ Fig. 9. The single

exception is that a rate signal ratio generating system is placod

between the averag0 output signal comparator and the controlled input

adjustor. This ratio genera.ting system roceives the output rate sig,nal

and the input rate signal as its hIo inputs a.'ld produces the controlled

input rate oommand signal as its output. The controlled input setting

is made pr.oportional to this signal by the input adjustor drive generator~

Thj.s action closes the chain of optimalizing control for the system of

Fig. 11.

The plots of Fig. 12 illustrate the control aotion of an output sampling

type of oontrol1el~ with pl'oportional input rate cout:col.

Fig. 12a is a plot showing a typical variation of the controlled input.

This input variation acting throu~h the characteristic curve of Fig. 12b

produces the output signal cu-~e of Fig. 12c. The output signal sampling
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arran~ement of Fig. 11 produoes a stepped average output curve, shown

as the dashed line in Fig. 120. The corresponding output rate signal

~~e generated by the process desoribed in the discussion of Fig. 8
is given in the plot of Fig. 12e. The ratio ffenerating system of Fig. 11

receives the output rate signal shown in the plot of Fig. 12e and the

input rate signal of ~ig. 12g, which is taken from the input adjustor.

The output of the ratio generating system is the input rate oommand

signal shown in the plot of Fig. 12f.

For reasons discussed above, this signal represents the oontrolled

input-output sensitivity of the controlled system.

The input adjustor drive generator receives this command signal and

produces the input adjustor drive signal which causes the input adjustor

and the input controller to produce the input rate signal sho.-m in the

plot of Fig_ 12g as proportional to the input rate command signal.

The effeot of this rate ohange on the controlled input itself i.e shown

in the plot of Fig. 12a. The variation of the controlled input clcsas

the operation loop aroun.d the closed cha:i.n system of Fig. 11.

A system for ~hich the input rate is made proportional to the controlled

syoteo sensitivity causes d0viations in ihe output level to dec~e~s~

expol'1e:'lt ially t'Iith time. A basic difficu.lty \"lith the e.1Cpor.\~m·liisJ. type

of system response is tha.t the input €.L,d output rates become vc~y F.\maJ.~.

e~ the deviations epproach zero.

With small inp~t and output rates, system operation tends to bocome

unsatisfactory b0cause of interference effects. In addit.ion to this

t~ouble, the generation of the input ra~e command signal on the bases

of dividing the output rate signal by the input rate signal fails a£

the input rate app~oaches zero, for reasons discussed above.

The interference effects and the small input rate difncuJ.ty can both

be overcome by the use of the constant i.nput rate zone illustrated on

the plots of Fig. 12a and 12g. Within the constant input rate zone,

the input rate has l:l. constant amplitude whioh is reversed in sign ai;

the instants t~hen the input rate command siGtlal exceeds limits established

for the stabi1izat ien zone sl10 h m by the dashed lines in Pig_ 12f. r;:'he

stabilization zone determines the output hunting zone, which is

illustrated in Firr_ 12c. ~ 8. proper choioe of the constant inpu'ir rate,

a tolerably small output huntin~ zone may be achieved.
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3. Pea~ holdi~g optimalizing contr~llers

Optimalizing control systems of the peak holdi~g type, proposed by

Draper a.nd Li~ (page 29); diffe~from th~ ~yst~s alr~~v described.

In the systems so far described, the input correction signal haa bee!1

directly related to the input-output sensitiv~ty of -the oontrolled

system. In systems of the peak holding type, the input correction signal

is based on the difference between a formerly obtained optimum output

signal as a reference quantity and the instantaneous output signal as

the compared quantity. The correction signal is generated to vary with

the time integral of this signal. A system design is used in which the

indicated optimum output signal is carried along with the output signal

as long as the signal magnitude is increasing, but remains constant at

the highest level reached when the output signal starts to decrease.

When the magnitude of the input correction signal exceeds the limit

e9tablished by a stabilization zone, the controlled input rate is

reversed to drive the output towards its optimum level. This action

results in a series of cycles in which the output signal varies between

the limits of its hunting zone while the input changes alo~ a correspond

ing series of straight-line segments. Fig. 13 is the functional diagram

for a typical optimalizing system of the peak holding.type usins a

constant input rate magnitude. The corresponding performance character

istics are illustrated in the plots of Fig. 14. The input adjustor

drive generator operates to change the input at a constant rate from

some typical level like that indicated at point A on the plot of Fig. 14a.

The constant input rate operating through the characteristic curve of

Fig. 14b causes the output signal curve to have the shape illustrated

in Fig. 14c. As long as the output signal (shown as a solid line in the

plot of Fig. 140) is increasing, the indicated optimwn output signal

(indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 14c) remains identical with the

output signal itself.

When the magnitude of the output signal passes the peak corresponding

to the optirrium output level and starts to decrease, the peak signal

is held by the optimum generator as the output signal reference level
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and becomes the indicated optimum output signal. The indicated optimum

output signal is supplied as one of the inputs to the correotion signal

generator, which also receives the smoothed output signal. The

difference between the out?ut signal and the indicated optimum output

signal is the output deviation signal shown in Fig. 14d. Fig. 14e shows

the time integral of this deviation signal as it builds up in the

oorrection signal generator of Fig. 13. The signal that represents the

integrated signal is applied to the stabilization zone setting.

The output of this system causes the in~ut adjustor drive and input adjustor

to vary the controlled input at a oonstant rate with reversals at the

instants when the input oorrection signal reaches the stabilization zone

limit shown in Fig. 14e.

The results of the interactions among the operation components of Fig. 13,

that are summarized by the plota of Fig. 14, is that the output

of the controlled system remains within the limits of the output hunting

zone.

Proportional input raGe control, rather than the constant input.rata

assureed for the system of Figs. 13 and 14, ma,y be applied to optimalizing

oontrollej;'s of this pea.k hold:Lng typo controller. l'lith pro:portional

input ~~ate contro}., tho ino.ica;ted output deviaticr.. sigaal is used tc

deterwino the m~gnitude of the con~rolled inp~c ~ete. The nec~ss~~~

reversal of the direction for the input rate may be based on the integral

of the output deviation signal in the way deacribed in the discussion

of Fig. 14 and 15.

Becauae the discuesion already given for the output sampling controll.er

ap:p1ies directly to the pea..1t holding oontroller type, no additional

treatreent of the peak holding type of optimaliging controller with

proportional input ~ate v~iations is given here.

4. Conclusion

The peak holding type optimalizin~ controller described in the last

section offers one decisive advantage over the in'Put-outnut sensitivit,Y

operated oontrollers: the peak holdin~ controller achieves its function
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without the requirement of a test, or sampling frequency. In the

application of the controller to controlled systems with strong inter

ferences, this means that a peak holding type controller is easier to

adapt th~n other types.

5. Consequencea

In order to optimalize the performance of an interal combustion engine

a controller will be developed. Torque load of the engine should be

selected as the output quantity to be optimalized by the controller

through adjustments of ignition timing, under the cond.ition of constant

fuel-a.ir ratio.

The optimalizing controller will be a peak holding type controller, and

is selected because of ito ability to operate satisfactorily in systems

with strong intorference components in the output.

Lster cn the optimalizing contr.olle~ may be extended.

Torque load of the engine will then be optimalized through adjustments

no·t only of '~he ignitiO:':1 timing r but alEJo of the a,ir no:·~ u)~,df'l~ th.e

conc.i';;icl'l.s of CO:lstai1t ftiol flo~·~. Essidss '~his~ (it de"to!w.:tton jf)t.90t~r

will be e~ded to the controller to cause the cont~ollor to drivo the

input adjustments a\'lay fro!'!) operating within ~he intole!'able detol:ation

range.

R. van Luttervelcl
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An 0P;timalizing sy~em for control of the ieition timing of combustion

engines.

R. van Lntterveld

The ignition system of an internal combustion engine has to provide

a high voltage spark just before a piston reaches the upper dead

point, so that maximum pressure oocurs just after this u.d.p.

The correct point at which the spark occurs, relative to the position

of the piston, is most important' and varies acoording to engine

speed, the load on the engine, engine temperature, and a number of

other :?actors ..

In the conventional way, t\"10 systems are used to determine the point

of ignition, ono sensitive to engil,le speed and the other to tilrottle

opening en engine load. However, there is no feedback branch to

verify whether the ignition really occurs at the correct point.

This report desoribes a (peak holding) optirnalizing controller

which functions as a human operator in searching out and holding

the optimum ignition timing through ohanges in spark advance, made

in response to a feedback ai.gnal representing the torque as the

essential controlled engine output.

In this wa.Y, ignition takes plaoe a.t the cO!'l"'ect moment in spite of

any change of output level or environmental operating conditions.
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1. Introduction

Optimalizing controllers of the peak holding type operate b.Y oontinuously

searching for an optimum level (see report I)
A simple constant rate variation of the ignition advance is used as a test

signal. Carburettor setting and torque load on the engine are kept constant.

As long as this constant rate variation of the ignition advance oauses

an inorease in torque of the engine, the direction of the ignition timing

change is not reversed.

At the instant the optimum point is passed, the torque starts to deorease.

Woan this reversal has existed long enough for its pr~sence to be definitely

distinguished from interference effects, the controller reverses the

direction of the ignition timing-change, so that the torque of the engine

starts to increase again. lillen the optimum point is passed again, the torque

starts to decrease and the controller reverses the direction of the ignition

timing change: the controller cycle starts anew.

Fig. 2.1 is the functional block diagram showing the essential components

cf J.;he optiIr.alizing controller" The corx-8spond~.ng pe~l'forr!l~lCe chal.'a:rteri:3tics

are illustrated in the plot~ of Fig. 2.2. (page R2).

'rhe funotion generator caUDao the pulse generator to generato a cOW:lta.:nt

rate variation of the igdtion advance (see Fig. ?.2a and 2.2b).

ThiS chan~ of ignition timing opera.ti.ng through the cha.racteriatic curve

of Fig. 2.2c ca.uses the output Si.gn.8J. ourve to have the shape illustra.ted

in Fig. 2.2d. As long as the output signal is increasingJthe deviation

sienal remains constant (Fig. 2.2e).

\ihen tho output oignal pass.es the peak correspond.ing to the optimum out1)'..lt

level and starts to decroase, the devia.tion si8'11al will propor'tionall;v

decrease. As soon as this deviation signal exceeds the limit, establishfold

by a stabilization zone, the switch reverses the constant rato variation

of tho output signal of the fUl'lctiol'. generator and :L'esets the descent

detector.

Tn this w~,th6 descent detector and the switch causes the function generator

and the pulse generator to vary the ignition timing at a constant rate with

reversals at the instants when the deviation signal exoeeds the stabilization

zone limit.
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In order to keep the ignition timing within some working zone, a special

system i8 added to the controller.

Within the zone, established b,y this working zone setting system, the

optimalizing controller will continuously search for an optimum operating

performanoe condition.

Fig. 2.3 shoWBthe functional diagram of the complete system. Each function t

shown in Fig. 2.3 is discussed in more detail in the following sections.
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2. Circuit description

2.1 ~r~!_~~or andJilte!:

The output torque of the engine is measured by means of an electronic strain

gauge instrument (Peekel type 540DNH).
This instrument measures the resistance variation which oocurs in strain

gauges owing to the deformation of the roa.terial to which the gauges are

oemented (see Fig. 2.4).

smoothing filter
• amplifier

straingauge
instrument

Engine and strain-gauges

A hand-operated ~rnee.tatone brtdge is bui;l.t-in tiith whioh it is possible

to compensate the static component to be measured. The principle employed

in this atrain-gauge ifist~umant is the carrier frequenoy method. ·Also a

low-pass filter is built-in, whioh suppresses the carrier frequency so that

only the modification appears at the out:;Jut terminals. The ou·tput of the

strain-gauge instrument is passed through a Smoothing filter, which suppresses

the unwanted interference signals. The output signal of the smoothing filter

is amplified and applied to the descent deteetor.
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2.2 ~oea' det~~~~

The dV.~ccu.t detector may be divided into two parts (see Fig. 2.5).

i npu t
signal

I
I

I

I
1--

in pu t
adjustor

Fig. 2.5 The descent detector.

output signal

= deviation
signal

As long as thn input 6igna.:~ is incI'eal3j.:.1g~ the in:p~,t adjuE'~or ma.kb5 t~lt:::

descent dotecJ~or have a constant output signa.l, fixed a.t a. partic:m:i.p.r

reference level. h~en subsequently the input signal of the descent

detector starts to decreaoe, the input adjustor steps functioning and

the output signal deoreases below the reforence level. The docrease in
output signal is directly proportional to '~he deol'ease in input signal.

The eleotronic circuit is given in Fig- 2.6.

Suppose tra!lsieto:\' To i.s non-condv.oting end Uinput :i.~ :!.ncreasing.

Then U
A

and thuG U t 't will increase, until the voltage level at theou pu'
base of T4 (~U t t) reaches th~ Constaut voltage level UbT at the

I ou pu R 2
base of T2: U = . 3 U

bT2 R) + R2 B
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I
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Fig. 2.6 The input adjustor.

As UbT2 is in tha ~n.·dcr of 3 V a.."ld the mal'giu 0::1 Ub'.!.l, fl"'or~ just cOl:.dnctin.3"

to fully ccnductir.g is about 0.1 V, the t~ar.cistors T1~ T)i T4 enc ~6

st·::u't co.~tl'.lcticn when UbT1 &:l UbT2.

Consequently, from tho moment that UbT1 ~ UbT2' the base current of T6
discharges the capacitor C1-

The total effect is that whenever U. + increases, UA assumes a fixedl.npu ..
voltage level, in aocordance i-lith U t t'" U1""I'2' t-lhen subsequentl.y U. +011 pu :l.npu ..
remains const~~t the hp.$~ current of T6 oontinues to disoharge C1 for a

moment. Ranca UA and thus Uoutput dacrcaocs.·As the margin on UbT1 from

fully conducting to non conducting is about 0.1 V, the decrease in Uoutput

causes T1, T
3

, T
4

and T6 to stop conduction at once.

In this wa,y UA is l~ept constant when U. t remains consta.nt Or' inCl'eaf/e3.lnpu
When subsequently U. t is lowered, UA and thus U are proportion3.telylnpu output
lowered as T1, T

3
, T

4
and T6 are not conducting.
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Because of tl:.ej.r h:igh input imped.a.'loe, tl'10 FE.'l" s F1 a'1d Ii'2 are used to

form a different ial amplifiel'.

The gate of F2 has a. fixed voltage level:

R
12U .~--:~

B R11 + R
12

Via the emitter-follotlers T7 and T10, the voltage UbT7 .- U~r10 is amplified

by the differential amplifier formed b.Y TS a~d T
9

•

Consequently, a email change of UA results in a considerable change of

UoutPut' when the ~lue of the differential voltage UA - U.f is such tha.t

Ucesat T
11

< Uoutput ~ UB • (R20 « R19 )·

~en U t t is below some typical level (U t b ), a switch causes aou pU . 6 a •
reset system to increase rapidly the voltage level of UA so that U t t· U

Bou pU
when the reset systeem Gtopo operation.
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Immediate~ after the reset, the input adjustor (described in the previous

section) causes UA to decrease until Uoutput becomes equal to the voltage

level at the base of T2 (see Fig. 2.6). In short:

U t t remains fixed at the level determined by UbT2 until U. t startsou pu l.npu
to decrease.

~nen Uoutput decreases below the voltage level of Ustab' the switch and

the reset system are brought into operation.

2.3 Switch and Reset system

The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2.8.

The switch consists of a single J.K. Master Slave Flip-Flop.

The output signal of the descent deteotor, called the deviation signal, is

supplied to the T terminal of the flip-flop.

Flip Flop
"...-__1\\..._-.

devia tion
signal

Reset system
,- --'.A'\,.~-----------_..

(

Fig. 2.8 Switch and Reset system.
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The J, K, S1 and S2 terminals of the flip-flop are high:

UJ • UK • Us • Us • UB•
1 2

Hence the operation of the flip-flop d~pends on the voltage level of the

T terminal. Rise and fall times are immaterial.

Suppose the input signal of the descent detector increases. Consequent~

the deviation signal remains high, as stated in a previous section, and

the outputs of the flip-flop are not reversed: Q
1

or otherwise ~ remains

high.

Now suppose the input signal of the descent detector starts to decrease,

i.e. the torque of the engine decreases. Consequent~ the deviation signal

U
T

will also decrease.

When UT deoreases below some particular level Ustab' the flip-flop reverses

the levels of Q1 and ~.

For example Q
1

becomes high and ~ beoomes low: UQ1 ::II U
B

and U~ = 0 V.

Hence T
12

starts conduction. The fall o~ collector voltage of T12 is used as

a trigger signal for the monostable multivibrator formed by R
24

, C
2

,

T13 and R
25

• The output pulse of this monostable multivibrator has a

constant width: 0.3 msec.

During the Inonostable pnl~e, Tn otops oonduction, while r,"1~ f.tarts

conduction. In this day '1'18 is cut-off by ::'~ci!: of baf':p: cl~·::e:>,.i; C::",~i::J,'f the

monostablc In:.l:;o and the capeoitor C1 (see Fig. 2.6) of the input adjnstor

is charged via R
32

and D11 until the voltage level of UA becomes equal

to the voltage level of UB. Consequent~ tho voltage level of the

deviation signal (=U
T

) assumes the level of U
B

•

When the monostable pulse ends, UA is lowered and UT assumes the level of

U~f2 through the arrangements of the input adjustor of the descent

detectol'.

The low leakage diode D1 prevents T18 from disoharging C1 when the mono

stable pulse is ended. [R33 <~ n3~. UTremains equal to the voltage le'''e1

of UbT2 until the input signal of the descent detector starts to decrease.

When ·the dAm:-ef',se in '/;oz'qt.,e of. tb.fl flne;:i.:O.A :i.s· Bll.nh that UIJ,' ner.C'lffies low p

the flip-flop reverses the Jeiels of Q1 and ~ so that ~ becomes high, and

T
17

starts conduction. T
12

stops conduction and C2 is charged via R23 :

T13 continues conduction.
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The fall of collector voltage ot T
11

is used as a trigger.signal tor the

monostable mult1vibrator formed b.1 C3, T16, RZ8 and R21 • During the output

pulse of this monostable multivibrator, T
18

stops conduction and the

capacitor C1 of the input adjustor is charged as described before.

Resuming: the total effeot is that whenever UT becomes low, the outputs

of Q1 and ~ Clre reversed and UA is increased during a small t 1me int erval,

causing UT to beoome high and to assume the voltage level of UbT2-

2.4 The function ganerator

The function generator has to change the input of the pulse generator at

a constant rate, causing a constant rate variation of the ignition timing.

output

The function genera~or.

The cirouit is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Q1 and Q2 are the Qutputs of the

flip-flop, described in section 2.3, 31 and 32 are the set inputs of the

flip-flop.
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Either ~ or alternatively ~ is high.

When Cit is high, T
24

conducts and a current equal to:

U -ubT
22

cT
24I • charges the capaoitor C

5
•C5 R38 + R

44

On the other hand, when ~ is high, a current equal to

discharges the condensor C
5

•

Suppose C5 is discharged, i.e. ~ is high, so that UbT22 increases.

At the instant UbT22 • UbT23' T22 starts conduct~on,as the margin on

UbT22 from just oonducting to ful~ conduction is about 0.1 V.

From the moment at which T22 starts conduotion, a small increase in UbT22

causes a considerable decrease in oollector current of T23• ThenJowing to

the fact that T20 and T21 form a differential amplifier, the emitter current

of T20 deore8~es, while the c~llector current of T21 increases.

As a result UbT22 is lowered, oausing UbT22 to keep constant, while the oonstant

ourrent 105 disoharges C~.

No-", suppose 05 ),8 charged, i .. e. Q
1

is hi~h~

Then the feedback branch formed b,y T23 , T19, T20 and T21 ccuoos UbT22 to

remain constant in the same ~Enner as described before.

Hence UbT22 remains consta..,t when 05 is charged 0:- d.iochargecl. by the

constant OUl"rent 105: Uou.tput rises at a. constant rate \'lhen Q1 is high,

whereas U + t deoreases at a oonstant rate when 0_ is high.oU"pu -Vl

The ignition advance varies according with the output level of the function

genera-tol".

As the operation of the flip-f}op depends on the voltage level of the T terminal,

the constant rate variation of the output signal ot' the function generator

(Uoutput) is reversed whanever the input signal of the descent detector oauses

UT ·to become low~ i. e. whenever U t t passes the level corl'espondinp, toou pu:
the optimum ignitton timing.

UB and UbT21 impose limits on the magnitude of Uoutput. Suppose the descent

detector is unable to find an optimum ignition advance, which corresponds to

an output level of the function generator somewhere between UB and ~21.

Then the constant rate variation ot U t t is reversed by meaDS of two levelou pu
detectors, whenever Uoutput approaches the level of UB or UbT21.
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The first level detector is formed b,y T26 , T
27

, T28 and T
29

•

SUppose Uoutput is increasing i.e Q
1

is high.

As soon as Uoutput reaches the level of UbT21' the transistors T26 , T28
and T29 start oonduction.

As a result of its conduction, T
29

makes the 3
2

terminal o~ the flip-flop,

become low, so that the flip-flop reverses the levels at ~ and ~. Henoe

~ becomes low, while Q,,? becomes high and Uoutput starts to decrease.

In the same w~, the seoond level detector, formed by T30, T33, T31 and T32,

Oauses 0'1 to become high whenever Uoutput decreases below the level fixed

b;r TJb T31" The total effeot is that Uoutput varies at a constant rate with

reveroa:s at the instants \-lhen U
T

becomes low and when Uoutput exoeeds the

limits established b.1 the two level deteotors.

The output signal of the function generator determines the point before

the u.d.p. at whioh the pulse generator naB tc initiate a pulse. This pulse

io used as a trigger signal for a tr.aneiotor assisted ignition ~~it .

Before the optimalizing oontroller was tested on a Simca Ruah Ehgino

(4 cyl. 4 3troko), the performance of this engine was measured to find the

optimal ignition area 'lio aClhj.eve ma.x:i.mum torque.
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(CrankShaft
ol16

degrees
before u.d.p.l

5

dO

30

20

10

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Optimal a~~nce aE measured.

The measuring results are giv'en in Fig.. 2.10; 01.. is the spark advance

in crankshaft degrees before the upper dead point. The area between the

solid lines represents the optimal ignition area for the engine (as

measurad).

In Fig. 2.11 the same data of Fig. 2.10 are g~ven, but wHh 0( transferred

to msec before the upper. dead point.
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3

2

n Ir.p.m.)..
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Fig. 2.11 Optimal advance as meaeured.

Under all conditions the optimal ignition advance t. .; ~ less than 5 InsCC.
cvlV

Consequently the optimal1zing controller behaves \"len, if it opera.tes by

searching out the optimum ignition timing in the area starting 5 msec

before the u.d.p. is reached and ending when the u.d.p. i£ reaohed.

This area is fixed b.Y the working ~one setting.

Fig. 2.1? is a functional diagram aho~ing tho essential components of ~he

working zone s~'t;ting..

,--~-+---f Position
sensor

advance
system

, .' I (

st
1 pulse

enlargemen

nd
2 pulse

enlargement

Fig. 2.12 Functional diagram of the working zone setting.
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The position sensor- '---'--"_._-'--
A ~iek is fixed to the crankshaft of the four stroke Simca Rush engine.

As this engine haa 4 cylinders, two sparks per revolution of the crankshaft

are needed. Therefore the disc contains two ~~et6 spaced at 180 0 •

A Hall generator with integrated amplifier

is fixed at the bo~ of the engine, opposite to the disc. ;1hen the end of

a magnet, like that indicated at point A on the plot of Fig. 2.13 turns

along the Hall generator a piston reaches the upper dead point.

Fig. 2.13 Poai.t ion S8i.lSOt'.

The Hall generator ~'oduoas a ~ignal, as long as a magnet is opposite to

the Hall generator.

!h~ .~d!~c~ ~y~t~m

The output signal of the RaIl gene~ator is applied to the advance system

(see I<'ig. 2.12).

The advance system initiates a pulse, T. 5 lllsec before top. dead oentre

is reached, whereas this pulse ends wnen this top dead centre is reached.
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This pulse sets the area in which the optimalizing controller searches out

lhe optimum ignition timing. The advance system is shown in Fig. 2.14 .-

Owing to the limited \ddth of the magnet~, T is lowered at hirrh ::;pead.s,

while on the other hand at very 101'1 spee:.L-J T becomes zero.

'--~--oO

Output

Dtv:oi:og the Ot~tput pulso of -::.l~fl ....d.v2.nce sY'ste:n, tranGisi;or T43 io cond.uct ing.

'rho f~_cticn of T
41

and T
42

will os diQcusscd in a following scctio~.

Eefore i'~ if) :W:»lied ·~o '~lle !,ulse ~'e:uel'a~-;oJ.', the ou.tput pulee of the

adVlllwe sY6te~;, ending a.t u'oper dead point, is extended.

Fig. 2.15 shows thedectronic circuit.
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.---------=-----------------...

T....Ar--,

, r--·
~.'

----I T
,':I. 43: \

R
111

Fig. 2.15 First pulse enlargement ciroui~.

~~~ing the Qut9ut pul~e of the advance system, T
43

causes ~no traneistoro

T:>8' T59 , ';.160 and T64 ·to· stcp conduction, so that T63 and "thus T65 ere

conduoting. vllien t~e upper aead point is reached, the output pulse of the

advance system is ended and T
43

stops conduction, whereas T58, T
53

, T60
and T64 start conduction.

The fall of collector voltage of T60 is used as a trigger si~al for the

monostable ffiultivibrator formed by C
13

, R
105

, R106 and T6,. ~he pulse

generated by this rnono~tablc ~1ltivibrator has a conotant width (1 ffiaec).

During this pulse T62 and T65 are oonducting, since T61 is cut-off.

~rnen the monostabJ.e pulse is ended, T61 and T64 cause T
65

to stop conduction

un.til the instant at which '1'64 stops conduction) i"e. u.util the instant at

which tho ~vancc system initiQt€s a following pulse~

Resuming: T65 starts oonduction 5 msec before upper de~l point is reached

and stops conduction 1 meeo ~fter this upper dead point.
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Second pulse enlargement- - -- - - - - '- - - ._-
Fig. 2.16 shows the electronic circuit.

I
I
I,
I
I

~)L,'

- - ~ -:" T65
I ..

R
120

R
160

R
121

R .
122

R
123

output

Fig. 2.~6 Saco!'.d puls3 3nl~Bemel1t ci:C'cuit.

The Geoonc~_ pulse enlargeGlsnt circuit differs fron: the first one in its extra

output: the col13ctor of T69 • In this way~the output pulse of the

monoatable multivibrator, formed by C
14

' T68, R116, R118 and R117, can be

~.aed to prevent the sparks from being initiated after the upper dead point.

This wHJ. ba described in a foHot-ling section.

Tho output pulso of the monostable multivibrator is j~itiated 1 ~il1isecor.d

after the u.d.p. and is ended 2 millisoconds after the ~.d.p.

BJcause the discuasion already given for the first pulse enlargement nirouit

a.pplies directly to the second pulse enlargement circuit, no additional

treatment is given here.

Resuming: at the output of the second pulse enlargement circuit,T73 is

cut-off from 5 I'd lliseconds before the u.d.p .. is reached, until 2 milliGaconds

after the u.d.p•

.
The output pulse of the second pulae enlargement circuit is applied to the

pulse generator.
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2.6 The pUle~ generat~

Whenever the working zone setting produces a pulse, the pulse geDerator

forms a pulse after more or lesB time, depending on the output signal

~f the function generator. The output pulse of the pulse generator

triggers a transistor assisted ignition system •

ao that at the instant the pulse generator initiates a pulse

a spark occurs.

Consequently the ignition advance varies in accordance with the ontput

signal of the function generator.

Fig. 2.17 shows a part of the pulse generator.

I
r--'"./' °2....,

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

..... : I

T27. ~_. - J
~I I

I I

I

. J.
, I
I I
I I~'
• 1-'57
I •-,-

R
131

R
130

R
127~25

R
126

R
124

'-----; T74
I
I

I :;
1--·, ,- -
I IICs
I
•I t

T
2

' 't._
~';

I

I
I
I,- -.

I 0
I •

oR
\ , 36
I, J

F:i.g.-2.17 A part of the pulse gene~ator.

The <:,nt.P"i\t Bignal of tho functioi"i gel'lt:J.'a:~or, UcT21 , is applied to the

base of T
74

• Since T
74

and R124 act as emitter follower, T
75

generates

a collector current ICT75 proportional to the output signal of the function

generator.

Tao ax1d R1)1 act also as emittw foliewer. The constan~ voltage level at

the base of transistor T27 is applied to the base of Tao. Consequently
/
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T1, generates a constant collector current 10'19' while on the other hand 10T75
changes proportion~l to the output signal of the function gen~rator.

As stated in a previous section, UbT21 sets the maximum level of the output

signal of the function generator, so that ICT19 ~ IcT
75

•

During the output pulse of the working zone setting,S3 and S4 are opened.

When S3 and S4 are closed, T71 is non conducting, as its base voltage is

too low.

As soon as S3 and 34 are opened, the1voltage at the base of rr
11

rises step-
( CT19) xt

wise by I CT"f9.R129and gradually by 015 • As the margin on UbT77 from

just oonducting to ful~ conducting is about 0.1 V, T
77

and T78 change

state from non-eonduction to ful~ conduction when UbT76 = UbT77.

T11 and T78 subsequently stop conduotion when the output pulse of the

working zone setting is ended; i.e. 2 msec after the u.d.p. The time

needed to reach at the base of T11 a voltage level equal to that at the base

of T76 varies in acoordance with the output signal of the func~ion generator.

This out~ut signal changes ~ery 91ow~ as oompared with the rcpotition

frequency of the output pulse of the working zone setting.

Suppose the OL".tplJ.t of i;b.e f'unc'~io21 generatoz' has c..ssumed its maximu;n level;

i.e. a

Owing to the fact that R126 ~ R
129

, T
77

and T18 start conduction whenever

the working zone setting initiates a pulse i.e. 5 msee before the u.d.p.

In case the output of the function generator has assumed its minimum level

that is ever possible, the value of C15 is such that the time needed to reach

at the base of T77 a voltage equal to that at the base of T'l6 is 5 msec:

iQe. the pulse generator initiate~ a pulse at tho u.d.p.

T78 serves to 'firigger a monostable multivibrator. Th2 output puloa of. this

monostable multivibrator is used as a trigger-signal for a transistor

assisted ignition system. Henoe the ignition system initiates a spark

whenever TTl starts conduction.

The com-plete circuit of the pulse generator is shown in Ptg. 2.18.

I
I
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system

ignition

R
14

.D

I
~- ... -.., ', .I- -(--

1 °2

I

I

I I
", ~ 4

T27'L:
.ul I
1,1
, I

I
I

R
1

R
135

R
12

\----
OUtput pulse I._----->---_.

working zone setting

- _I

Fig. 2.18: The pulse generator

'I'02' 'J:83 and T84 a.ct as switen :33 E\l:.d S4·

The monostable multivi-lJre;l.;c!.' is form'.o;d tw C16 , R140, TS6 ' R141 and R1/~;;'

During the output pulse of ·this ruultivi 'Orator T89 conducts. Renoe, thA

igr.Hion RyAtem ):)1.'odncos Cl. 3pP'!'k whenevor T
77

and thus (j!78 start conduc1iion.

RCGilini::::.g, the total effeot iC! th:::..t At mscc bcforo th:.> u.d.p .. ic rcn.oU~ci

the P'l ~,:;e gcncre.tnl' ~,n:~t i.a:i;es a p:llso ULd a spade (J~CUI'S. The value of /', t

is determined. ~J the output signal of the functicm gene:re;~ol·.

Fig. 2.19 is a typioal perforrn~~o diegTam showing the cssenti~l actions that

occur when the pulse generator is in operation. It is a.s3u~ed that the

speed of the crankshaft is very low, and tha.t the descent detector is

:,mitohed off.
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max.

i output signal
fune tion generator

min.

T~ 10 sec

teolleetor
current

!

f
~uL ~I' e 178 :

~. -+-pL...---_--_---:-~_-0 -------ir±r -----tr=tc.=-=-- -\-1 i [
1 ! I \ ~ \ tim~ ~
. : :
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~u .:
II c189 i ~

U
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rj'--------: :
U-.,.-- U--:-f u-'-:- u"'-- L1~
udp u.d.p. u.d.p. u.d.p. u.d.~

time

Fig.2.19 Performance diagram of the pulse generator.
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Special provisions

A) In order to prevent the spa:rks from being initiated after the u.d.?

a speoial system is added to the optimalizing controller.

This system foroes the function generator to advance the ignition timin~

by means of the 3 1 terminal of the flip-flop, whenever the sparks start

to occur after u.d.p.

Fig. 2.20 shows the electronic circuit of this system.

I=CI 17
1

I
I
I

I
Il;::

---I T
",69

. I '.

Pig. 2.20

f
I
I

/
I

'4',I
T ,-- --

87-'1
I

J
I

r~
I I

: 1~2
I .

-1"
i
I
I

~ -0 5, terminal of the
~ I FlipFlop

I I I
, IR

63I

"T'
I

T69 is cut-off from 1 meec after the u.d.p. uniil 2 msec ai~er the u.u.p.

(see paB'(~ 50 ). T81 is cut-of.f during the output pulse of the pulse

generator, which has a. constant widtl! (1 mace).

Khan a spark occurs before the u.d.p. the ~ut?ut pulse of the pulse ~enerator

is ended before the second monostable multivibrator of the workin~ zone

setting initiates a pulse. Consequently T
90

or else T91 prevents T
92

from

starting conduction: S, remains high.
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When a spark is initiated after the u.d.p.,the output pulse of the second

monostable multivibrator of the working zone setting is initiated before

the output pulse of the pulse generator is ended.

Consequent~, at the instant the multivibrator of the second pulse

enlargement initi.ates a pulse, T
90

and T
91

are cut-off simultaneousl,v,

and T92 starts conduction: 3
1

becomes low. T
92

stops conduotion when the

output pulse of the pulse generator is ended. In this way, when a spark is

. initiated after the n.d.p., 31 beoomes low and the flip-flop forces the

function generator to advance the ignition timing, until the sparks occur

before the u.d.p.

The 51 terminal of the flip-flop overrides the T input of the flip-flop.

Henoe the T terminal is immaterial when the sparks occur after the u.d.p.

Fig. 2.21 is a performance diagram showing the essential actions that take

place when the sparks occur after the u.d.p.

The assumption is made that the speed o-r the crankshaft iR very low.

engine is rill'l.ning very

Whenever the engina is runnin~ verjr slo\·d,Y, the adv.?.nce system of the

workin,:; zone setting stops oper.ation (see p~ge 4 8 ). ID. order -to compensate

are interposed j.n -'uhG e.dvance C;':':'Ol..:i:t (Be(~ Fig.. 2. '14).for this" 'r4, a..,10. TL!'"
. I .,.r:

Suppose the advai.1.ce sY'stem stOP8 ope:i:'a:~ion; as the

slowly.

B)

At the instant, the u.d.pe is raached, the advauce system still generates

its standard pulse. Via T42 this pulse is used to cause the monostable

rnultivibra:tor,formed by C16, R140, TS6 ' R141 .and RM2 ,to initia.te a paIse.

In this way, the sparks occur at the u.d.y. when the e~gine is running

ve'J.'y slowJy.

When the advance system is operating, '1'42 is cut-o.f£ by means of T41 and

the sparks ocour whenever the pulse gcner&tor initiatao a pulse.

The comple'~e ftIDc"liion u:lagl'am and the cOOt,?lete eleotronio oircuit of the

optimalizing controller are shown in Fig. 2.22 and 3.13
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Fig.2.21: Performance diagram; the essential actions thot

take place when the sparks start to occur after u.d.po

time ...
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3. Advantages

1) Ignition takes place at the correct point, in spite of

MY change of carburettor setting, type of fuel, engine temperatl.lre,

condition of combustion chamber, engine load, etc.

2) The conventional advance mechanics are superfluous.

3) The controller m~ be used in combination with any electronic ignition

unit;

4) The controller may be applied to any operating system that actually

exhibits an optimum performance condition as its inputs are varied.

5) The optimalizing cont~o11er behaves well, even if the torque sensor

is not linear.

I~provements

The fol1o'\oJhl!3' imp'X'ovements of tl:e fOI'sgo::.ng ten'~ath~0 circilit uill have

to be considered.

- the electronic t::ircuit cf the optimalizing controller has to be si.mplified.

- the torque has to be measured in an.other way_

~ depondent on the choice of this torquo sensor, a special SEDothing filter and

amplifier have to be developed (see page36).

A means should be providod for optimalizing the 3peed of th0 engine,

whenever the torque produced by the eneine decreases below a uartic11l~

level.

- A misfire detector has to be added to the controller to C3.use the

controller to drive the ignition timing aw~v from operating within the

intolerable.misfire range.
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Besides these improvements, some measurements have to be taken, in order

to determine the behaviour of the controller under various ~onditionB.
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Parts Lis~:

All resistors:

NPN transistors:

PNP transistors:

··
··

-'-. ~·la.tt...
BC141 or BC101

BC111
FCJ111

r'atched N-channal FET'sj BFS21A

°6, 01' 08 and C18 serve to reduce the effects of high-frequency interference

signals.

R. van Lutterveld
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REPORT III
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Improvements of the ign~tion timinG optima11zing controller and

measuring results.

R. van Lutterveld

Summary:

In continuation of report II, the following is discussed:

- a special~ designed amplifier and smoothing filter

for the torque sensor

- a switoh system, which oauses the optimalizing oontroller

to optimalize the i.gnition timing with respeot to the

speed of the engine, whenever the torque of the engine

deoreases below a particulur level

- some meaSuring results of th.e performanoe of an. engine

which is equipped with ~he optimalizing controller.
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1. Amplifier and smoothing filter

2. Switch system

3. Measuring results
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1. Amplifier and smoothing filter

'.[1he amplifier has to amplify the output signal of the straingauge

instrument, as shown in Fig. 2.4 o~ report II

The functional diagrar,1 of the amplifier is illustrated in Fig. 3.1

k

ProperJy spoaking, the a'llplifiel' is Q, foodback syste!:D: a Pal'"/; k of the

ou-;put signal is subtracted from the inpUt Eligr..a::" U
1

• (k ~ 1).

Ao a result

o:c :::

in which

U
1A .----.--~

1 .:- k.A

...'1. »1.

Since 1« k.A, equa,tion CD may be reduce(i. to
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Hence the voltage gain Gv of the amplifier is oonstant and depends only

on k:

Fig. 3.2 shows the electronic circuit of the amplifier.

U
outl

R
Uin

189

U
2

Uout2
R

191

R
190

-----......-+-......-_-4-_--1-----.,....-----+----- UB

Fig. 3.2 The amplifier

Via-the emitter-follovlarsT100 and T103, the volta~e U1-U2 is amplified

b.Y ·two differential ~~lifiors.

The first differential amplifier is formed 1~ T101 and T102, the second

is formed by T104, T108, ~105 and T109•

Henoe

U = A(U1 - U2)
out 1 ®

Because of U2
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we can write equation ® as

When equation <D (see page65) is compared with equation G) , we get

k =

and the constant voltage gain is

=

As a result

and

is passed through a smoothing filter.

B)

The offset voltage is adjustable to ~ero b,y means of R187-

The ou~put signal of the amplifier hc~ to be filtered" in order to suunrass

the tlnl~anted interference signals_ Thereforo, the emitter current T'e T
109

Smoothing filte~
------~-

Tho optirnali3ing oontroller was tested ou a foUl' l;r~roke, four cylinder,

engine. In this engine, two sparks are requir.ed during each revolution,

so t~~, when the engine's speed is n rounds per minute,~ combustions

per second take place.

AJ3 0. res~t of the rag1.l.1fl':' seC'file:n,n~ o'f. oorahv.stiollF:4 in ·tIle o.yclinders,

the torque ~! of the engine consists of a constant plus a frequency part:
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M • Mo +~M sin wot

in which
.. 2 7T' f c =

rad
seo

R
193

f c varies from 20 Hz to 200 I~, according to the speed of theen~ine.

The sinusoidal oomponent of Mhas to be suppressed, sinoe it ~y cause

the optimalizing controller to reverse the ignition timing change before

the optimum ignition timing is reached. For this reason, the emitter

current of T
109

of the output of the amplifier is smoothed by the

smoothing filter, shotin in Fig. 3.3.

____~.----------..,...;....------.----...,...---~--U8
,~ I
t I I

I I '
I ':

_, ~i' ,-- --t,,~ ,
• I I I
: __ .L _-I :,
I I, I I T

1,,/ ,. ( I 105
I T10 )--

!~ ":

R
190

.-----' ---I
I .
i R192 !
. R191 I

1

I

Z (pI
1

R .
226

Fig. 3.3

The emitter oU'M:'ent of T109 i 8 nassP.d throu-gh the imnedal.1ce Z1(p) ,

comoosed of two sil!lPle RC filter::>.

In view of the fact that R192~>R191' we can neelect

of the second RC filter (R192 and C21 ) on the fir~t

and the impeda.nt."e Z1(P) will be:

the influenoe

RC filter (R191 and C20 )
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T106 and T107 invert the output signal of the second RC filter. The collector

current of T107 is passed tbrough the tllird RC filter, formed by R1~4 and C23 •

As a consequence, we can write the transfer function of the smoothin~ filter

in the form:

.tJ. Uout 3(P)

l::. Uout 1(P)

with K

The Bode plot of th:i.o transfer function is ilhstrated in Fi.ge 3.4.

roll.off
frequency

logW

- -------------l'.,
:', ,
: ": "-

"-
" It

\\ I
\.
~.\
\
\

: \
! \: \
: \
: \

K
I09!.6UOUU /W

.6Uoutl

Tr•.e tot:'l.l effec+' is that the G;~oo-:;h;'~j~ filter :.mppresses the ;rLp;!l2J.S wit.h

r;:ldi~·"'. f:rf"qucncy t ....": > f.v 1.
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2. Switch system

The d88o~t detector (see. page 37 report 11) if) unable to rind .:m

optimum performance condition whenever the load of the engine in the

measuring set up is turned off (Bee Pig. 2.4).
Therefore, a tachometer w1d a switch are added to the optimalizin~ controller.

The tachometer generates a D.C. signal proportional to the speed of the

engine. This sier.a1 is applied to the desoent neteetor by means of the

sWitch, whenever the torque decreases below a particular level.

As a re61.1.11;, wh~n the torque decreases below that particular level, the

optimalizing controller starts to cptimalize the ienition timin~ with respect

to t"te speed of the engin.e! instead of the torque of the engine.

A) Tachometer.

The tachometer makes use of the ou-l::pt1.t pulses of the second pulse enl?J"ee

;r(,:nt cireuit, ~·;hich ·genere.tes t;,'c pn:l.ses dw:'ing each revolu.tion o~ thA

crankshaft (see page50)

_____--,,..--_-.., -r-__--r us

~J
----I Tr ... 69

I 'I R198

DR".

T
110

R
202

C
24

~03

C
25

Fig. 3.5 Tha tachometer
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During the output pulse of the second pulse enlaree~ent circuit, T69 and

T110 are cut-off, whereas T112
UR

1J9
=

conducts a current

- Ube T
112

On the other hand, T
111

and T112 stop conduction:

and I := 0, when the output pube of the second :pulse
c T112

enlargement circuit is ended.

J38cause the output pulse has a constant Nidth, the average collector current

of T112 corresponds to the speed of the engine. Therefore Ie Tj12 is passed

throu~h a filter, t'lhich i3 CO!llposei of tl'JQ RC filters.

Owing to H
20

»> R
202

, the im}JedC'J'lce Z(p), set by the t\"IO He filters, \-li11 'on

z(p)

'Phe corres pondinG Bod.e plot is sho1;m in l~ig. 3.6.

i,UOU.'! I~:-.._---- ------;',
10 _ I'

U : "-
R201 ~ .... .... ...

...,
... ,.

:\. \ .
\

\
\
\

\

\
\
\

w:.!--.c
t Illl 24

''202 10gW

Bode plot

In this l~ey, the QutPt:!.t. of the tachooeter is a smoothed signal which only

varies with the speed of the engine.
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B) Swit::~

The output of the smoothin~ filter of the torque sen~or, Uc T101 is compared

with a fixed volta3e level.

:1henever Uc T107 decreases below that fixed voltage level, the output of the

tacho~eter is applied to the input of the descent detector and replaces the

output of the smoothing filter.

The switch is composed of two parts.

Fig. 3.7 shows the first part of the switch.

R
204

C
26

R
205

~14

R
209

R
210

R
215

Us

R212

The voltags level at the collector of ~114 is proportional to the voltage

level at the output of the smoothing filter.

Vb. T
115

, the volt:.::.~G leve: of Uc '1'114 is COJIIPJ:cd....-ith ~!le voltc?'.';<; level

Us at tl18 1.:.8.38 of ':'117 by IJle~s of the "i.iff3rcmti""1 amplifi3r formei by

T116 and T111"
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When the voltage level of Uc T114 is such that Ub T116 <Ub T111' Tl17 ,

T11J and T120 are conducting whereas T118 is cut-off by lack of base

current.

As a re3ult, the voltage level Us at the ba3e of T
111

will be

vlith

If subsequently Uc T
114

incr~ases and Ub T116 rises above the level of

U~I' then T
117

, T120 and T11 ) change state from conduction to non-conduction.

Hence T118 short circuits the resistor R213 and Us assumes a lower level:

T
118

shortcircuits R
213

until the r.loment -that Ub Tn G dec:r'ea,ses belO';1 t;1e

level of UL•

The transfer characteristics of the switch are illustrated in Fi~. 3.8:

U
bT116

Fig. 3.8 Transfer characteristics of the switch
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Fig. 3.9 shows the second part of the switch.

This part causes the input of the descent detector to vary with the output

of the tachometer, ~hen3ver T
120

starts conduction.

r- - - -.---
j J1 I
I I I
I I R203 I
, I f,.., ,

I I
I : :::. ---:.
! C24- -- _.

Uout S

- -r _ ..

: C2S
t

R
222

,
1 •

, I
~'

_. t,T
120

I 'I
I

(
I,
I
I,-,

I I
I IR19S
'-J

I
I,
:

I
I
I
I-,

I I

:~94
U

I
I
I ----
I --'c-
~,: 23
I

Fig. 3.9

Suppose the torque of the cngj.ne i3 such that T120 starts conduction,

r,rher.. Ub T121 l- DB and T10'l stops conduction as the maximum level of' Ub T107

is in the cruer of 2 V.

Consequently Uc 1'101 assu.mes the level of UB,

At the sama time, T
127

starts conduction and T
125

is cut-off by lacl~ of

bane currei1t. As a result the out put of the tachometer Ub T128 i3 aP9Hed

to the base of T124 via the emitterfollowera T126 and ~128.

O~ling to the fact that tho maxifll'-Hn volt~-:,'e lev'el of ~ T128 is in the orJcr

of 1..5 V, the voltage level Db T124 i3 ~lw~ys below the voltage level of

Ub T123. !fence the output of the switch vari8S according to Ub T128:

i.e. accordin~ to the npeed of th~ engine.
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Now suppose the torque of the engine increases, so that T
120

stops conduction.

Them ~27 stops conduetion and Ub T125 assumes the level of UB"

Hence
U ::: U - U

b T124 3 be T
125

@)

At the same ti~e, T120 causes T121 to stop conduction and Uc T107 varies

according to the torque of the engine.

Via the emitter follower T122, the output sienal of the smoothine filter

Uc T10? is applied to the base of T123 •

As the maxilnuffi level of Uc T107 is in the order of U
B

, the maxim~~ level

of Ub T123 will be

= U - UB be T
122

~ihen vte compare equation @ \'lith equation (2) ~te get

Consequently Uout 5 varies accordin<.s to the out!,'U,t of the smoothing fi.lter

of the torque sensor"
•Uout 5 is epplied to the input of th~ descent detector.

The total effect is that the optimaliz~.ng controller starts to op"liimalize

the ignition timing l-]j.th :respec'\; to the speed of the engi.nc, Hhenever

the torqua of the engine decreases below the level, which corresponds to

the voltage level of UL"

li1ig. 3.13 shows the comple'~e circuit of the amplifier, the smoothing fHter

and the switch system.
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3. Measuring result s

Before the i~lition timing optimalizing controller is ~estea on a

Simca Rush engine, the performance of this 4 stroke, 4 c,yclinder engine

is measured as a function of oarburettor setting and ignrtion advanoe

angle.

The measurements are taken under statio working condi tiona. The cooling

wa.tertelll?srature is kept within 70 0 - 80 0 c and the load on the engine

is kept constant: i.e. the wate~brake setting is not ohanged. during

the measurements •.

The measuring results are illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The torque is given

in per cent of the torque that is available when the ignition takes plaoe

at the optimum moment. The dotted lines and the striped lines represent

the lines of oonstant advance angle.

After these measurements, the engine is equipped with the ignition timing

optimalir.ine- oontroller.

C2 and C3 are chosen to be:

(see page 40)

C2 ::: 560 nF

C3 '" 440 nF

As a result, the reset-time will be 0.5 sec after the moment of ignition

timing change raversion, when the ignition timing is too advanced. On

the other hand, the reset-time will be 0.4 sec after the moment of ignition

timing change reversion, when the ignition timing is too retarded.

T is chosen to b~ 10 sec by adjusting R38:

(see Fig. 2.19)

The oontroller varies the ignition timing at a constant rate~ rfu.~l the

optimum ignition point is passed, the torque starts to decrease. As BOon

as the value of this decrease in torque liM exceeds a particular va.lue ~Mmax,

the controller reverses the direction of the ignition timing change.
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In this wq, 'the igniUon 'timing Taries within a hunting zone (see

Fig. 2.2)

Fig. 3.11 illustrates the behaviour of the engine and the controller at

a. particular carburettor setting. The torque and the ignition advance

are shown as a funotion of time. The dotted lines represent the boundaries

of the ignition timing hunting zone. As the measurement shows, the

controller sometimes reverses the ignition timing change.within the

hunting zone. This is effected by the irregularities which occur in the

torque signal.

When the boundaries of the ignition timin~ hunting zone are measured

as a funotion of oarburettor setting and are oompared with the measuring

results of Fig. 3.10, the minimum level as shown in Fig. 3.12 is found.

As a result of using the optimalizing controller, the torque of the engine

varies within the area between the bold lines. The average torque is

represented by the dotted line.

4- ~e~enoes

The Mcsuring results show tha.t nnder static working conditions the

controller behaveG very well: the ibJ'flition tilting varies at a cons·tant

rate within a hunting area around the optimum point.

It is olear that the measurements have to be extended in order to determine

the behaviour of the engine and the controller under variable working

conditionn. This has to be the subjeot of the forthcoming researoh.

Beaides these measurements ,the torque has to be mea.aured by another

torque sensor.

R. van Lut t arveld
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